Introduction
2 \Z\9\%T S0 ' a =1 n.
(cnc [l] or [4] , p.288).
In the space An let us introduce two tensor,s In the protectively euclidean space Dn the curvature tensor Ra^,has, in the general case, at least r? independent coordinates, whereas in the case of volume preserving connection the number of independent coordinates is equal to (^^j* 2. ¿scntial coordinates of the tensor R^^/ in the space_D4
In the case n = 4, by virtue of Corollary 1, of paper [1] and formula (3) Formula (9) gives 36 vanishing coordinates of the tensor wtierQ88 formula (10) determines 4 coordinates of the tensor P a^ and 8 additional equalities for the coordinates of the tensor formula (11) defines 12 coordinates of the tensor P^ and 12 additional equalities for the coordinates of the tensor each of the formulas (12) and (13) gives 12 additional equalities for the coordinates of the ten- 
